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 Q. Can you expand on what the FERPA/FREP requirement is going to be? 
 
 A. It is based on a survey system that Al Waters developed where they have 700 
 stems/ha of 6m or taller trees or 900 stems/ha of 4m or taller of trees an those 
 are the number that I understand in the regulation and then it will be applied and 
 until all the details are released that’s about as much that I can say about it. 
 
 Q. With that survey methodology you mentioned when you were assessing 
 whether your areas were stocked or not you used Pat Martins deviation from  
 potential (DFP) productivity and that is becoming more and more an accepted 
 survey methodology which I think makes a lot of sense, so I am wondering why 
 they are going and reinventing the wheel again and coming up with anther survey 
 methodology that’s based on assessing a 9 m tree. 
 
 A. I think there was a different purpose behind it besides whether or not that there 
 is potential to do partial harvest there. Is there enough there to do any harvesting 
 because if you don’t have enough, you don’t leave enough behind to contribute. 
 The DFP method is used to assess the stocking after harvesting. 
 
 Comment– The legislation that is coming out is very conservative numbers and 
 as professionals if we do some TIPSY runs you’ll find that even if we are down 
 around 300 hundred stems/ha you could probably have an impact on the mid-term 
 timber supply. Even though it is legislation you need to  be looking at it more as a 
 guide as we need to be looking at what is really there and what the potential is. 
 
 Q. What is the reason/the effect then for having the legislation? 
 
 Q. It’s around identifying it and if it’s not there then you don’t harvest it, if it is 
 there then you harvest it. Whatever the decision is then you make it and if you find 
 that there is understory retention there and you decide that you are going to log it 
 anyway and you provide a rational that’s also acceptable. 
 
  Comment/Q– There must be a reason for having the legislation, like  
  identifying these standards (700, 900 stems/ha). There must be something 
  attached to it, it this is what you find in the field this is what you must do or 
  this is the result…..  
 
  Speaker counter comment– That’s part of the process and I understand 
  there is also a penny attached to it. 
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